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We pack responsibly
Offering unique experiences of innovation and service,
together with sustainability and social responsibility.

Automatic packaging lines for
atmosphere packaging
with inert gas compensation.
GOGLIO SPA
HEADQUARTERS
Via dell’Industria, 7 | 21020 Daverio (Varese) - Italy
Tel. +39 0332 940.111
MACHINE DIVISION
Via Parco Visconteo, 1 | 27010 Zeccone (Pavia) | Italy
www.goglio.it

INDUSTRY 4.0 - 4IR

Ideal for coffee beans and ground coffee,
flour, rice, products in chunks and powders,
pet food and detergents in powder.
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With motorized conveyor
and finishing groups,
to reach higher production speed.
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Provided with Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) that allows the machine components to be connected to a
Remote Monitoring System (MES/Goglio Cloud) and data exchange with all upstream and downstream packaging
line process systems.

Machine layout and plus
Completely newly designed, they are characterized by an unparalleled ergonomics, safety and ease
of maintenance, thanks to the Groups mounted man-high. The machine can be provided with two different
Dosing Groups, assuring production flexibility and constant high packaging speed.
The dosing Groups are isolated in hermetic chambers suitable for atmosphere packaging with inert gas
compensation, granting a better and extended product preservation. A double unwinder is also possible,
with automatic joint system, for a fast reel change, reduced stops and higher efficiency.

Valves
The Goglio valve application station is fully integrated, mounted on tracks
for total and easy extraction and maintenance.
Different valve types can be applied (inner, thin, High Flow and Bio).

Finishing
Materials

A wide range of finished packages is possible:
squared bottom gusset bag,
with central back seal or 4 vertical seals,
upper straight or half-moon flap, folded,
with label or Tin-Tie reclosure.
The Group for the 4 vertical seals can be easily
deactivated, to turn production into central back
seal without changing the forming tube.

Wide range of heat-sealable transparent,
paper coated, double wall, metallized,
easy-open monomaterial and compostable laminates.

Different layouts
are available,
to be checked
when ordering
(in line, right/left
L-shaped),
they can fit
in case of
restricted spaces.

G14C

G14CX

MINIMUM size (mm)

60 x 40 x 180

60 x 40 x 180

Valve

MAXIMUM SIZE (mm)

130 x 80 x 420

130 x 80 x 420

4 vertical seals (Corner Seal )

150 x 85 x 450

150 x 85 x 450

Front/side label

60 - 300

60 - 300

125 - 1000

125 - 1000

65

85

BAGS CHARACTERISTICS

Max. option for central seal
Product height (mm)
Bag capacity (approximately g.)
Production: pieces per minute (up to)

Final data will be confirmed when ordering according to format, laminate composition and product to pack.

INDUSTRY 4.0 - 4IR

BAGS FINISHING

TM

Half-moon upper flap
Easy-Open
Double fold of the flap
Reclosing label
Tin-Tie
NEW Motorized finishing groups
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